JUST BETTER

CLOSINGS
As a leader in the real estate digital
closing transformation, Pavaso®
empowers title companies and real
estate attorneys to deliver fully digital and
hybrid eClosings through one secure
collaborative platform that streamlines
the entire closing process.

A DIGITAL CLOSING
Gain process improvements throughout
pre-closing, closing and post-closing:

eDelivery | eSign | eNotary* | RON*
eClose | eNote | eVault

errors and trailing documents
° reduce
real estate closings in as
° complete
little as 15 minutes
wet-signed documents faster
° deliver
to permissible parties
reduce repetitive tasks with automation
°
Customers have the ability to review closing

Each closing has its own audit
log to track actions performed

Connects all
permissible
parties on one
secure platform

Auto-generated email notifications
provide status updates throughout
the transaction

Exchange information and

documents and information ahead of the
settlement, anytime, anywhere
Facilitate real estate loan closings and
cash closings

ROBUST CAPABILITIES

Secure document delivery
and communication features
can eliminate the need for
email exchanges

documents, communicate
and collaborate in realtime, throughout the
entire closing process.

Designed to follow E-SIGN, UETA
and MISMO standards

Standardize your closings experience,
with safeguards to ensure all digital
signatures are captured
Pavaso makes no express or implied warranty respecting the information presented and
assumes no responsibility of or errors or omissions. *Due to state law or regulation or both,
electronic notarization and remote online notarization are not available in all areas.

PAVASO,

STONE AGE

PROCESS

SIMPLY BETTER

Cumbersome, disconnected,
labor-intensive, costly,
overwhelming and timeconsuming with potential
for human error.

Fast, modern and convenient.
One secure, collaborative
portal for Lenders, Title
and Customers.

AN OUTSTANDING CLOSING EXPERIENCE WITH PAVASO
eClosing Technology

Easy, convenient, and fast. A digital process that’s simply better.

Empowerment

Let your customers feel they are in the driver’s seat with the ability to review
all documents prior to closing, anywhere, anytime.

Preparation

Help to relieve the anxiety often associated with a closing through tools
that deliver information on the closing process.

Education

Ability for you to deliver a centralized educational library, where educational
material can be linked directly into corresponding documents.

Collaboration

Secure document delivery and communication features allow for the exchange of
information and documents with all permissible parties involved in the closing.

Times are changing and so are the expectations of
the real estate closing process. In today’s digital
world, Pavaso helps your customers avoid getting
lost in the paperwork and enjoy a closing that can
be completed in as little as 15 minutes.
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